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SoIne tests on ;-m Avon-Canberra installation 

to mnasure thrust in flight 

- by - 

Three aerodynamic methods of thrust measurexent have been 

investigoted:- 

W Tl2e "standard" sir&e pi-tot method. 

(ii) rJJ!?c use of a jet 7:ipe pitot pressure rake. 

(5.x-i) Tr,e use of a @-tot-static j?reSsUlY!2 7Xa.k at 
the plCi5e Of the find nozzle. 

The result:; 0-E the tes ts indicate tZ1a-t the accuracy of the single 

pitot method was of the order of ~3 per cent bul, that this technique 

could be improved by t?to use of r= pitot pressure rake with which an 

accurcacy of -+--I$ per cent was ird:icq~wted L - . 'j!here ~3s consistently good 

agreement hctwzen the thrust readings obtained by the jet pine pitot 

rake and the pitot -static pressure rake at tlie final nozzle. There is 

little to choose between the two rake methods, the pitot-static rake has 

the advantage that no bench calibration of the engine is essential once 

the drag characteristics of the rake form are establiched, but it is more 

com@.coted and nore difficult to install than a jet I>iye rake. 

Further Plight tests are required to investigate t!Gz scatter of 
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An extensive series of tests to investigate the pitot rake method 
of mekeurement of jet engine thrust in Pli&t l&as been carried Out by 
il. Ski A.E.E. , Boscombe Down, using a Derwent engine installed in a 
Xeteor 4 airc:raft, aM, they are fully reported in Reference 1. In the 
final paragrqh of this Report it is recommended that further tests should 
be made with a pitot-static rake fitted to another er,gine t,ype, preferably 
with an axial compressor. 

Further flight tests have now been carried out and the following 
Report describes the first series of tests on an Avon R.A,J engine 
installed in a Canberra aircraft. 

The si@.ficant conclusions of Reference 1 were:- 

(4 Changes in jet pine total, pressure distribution betzveen 
test bed and fli&t conditions result in single pltot 
sapling errors of up to 3 per ccn t in total head pres~re, 
ecgivalent to 5 per cent in thrust. 

b) To mr*lie an absolute mcasurcment of thrust by the momentum 
method it will be necessary to use a pitot-static rake 
( not a pitot rake) at the plane of the final nozzle. 

It was therefore de4ded that the Pvon installation should feature 
tha following eyuipmc- 4; in order to gain further knowledge of the aero- 
dynamic methodsof thrust measurement:- 

(a) .r- "standard" single pitot tu-be as installed for the normal 
method of thrust measurement . 2 

b) 11 pitct r&e carrying a multiplicity of pitot pressure 
tubes and total tengorature thermo~uples, this bejrg an 
ii:iprovement on the standard single pi-tot and four 
thermocouple equipment in that it woKLd be less sensitive 
to local variations of set pLpe total m-essurc and tempera- 
ture. 

b-4 A pitot-static prossure neasuring rake at the &a~e of the 
find nozzle. 

The aircraft installation was also equ.i.pped with hydraulic force 
mcaw7ring elements at the engine Irunnions for direct thrust measurements? 
but me&ani.cal difficulties associated with the free movement of the 
engine wu:re cxpcri.,nced and this ii:ethod of thrust measureme.& was 
tem~orazily abandon&L in order to carry o:;t tests with the jet pipe 
ecpqm?ent * 

The engine used for the tests was a Rolls-Royce Avcn R-A.3 tygc 
(Serial No. 291) ad. it was insZallcd in the starboard nacelle of a 
Canberra 0.2 aircr&t (Serial Tie. KE.657). 

The rear section of a standard jet pipe was removed and replaced by 
one c<arrying the trtio me~asuring rakes. In addition to the extensive 
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instrumentation zf the jet pipe, care was taken to obtain accurate measure- 
ments of compressor intake pressure, fuel flow, compressor delivery 
pressure and ot>lcr normal engine performance readings. SOlW $0 ill- 

9s were connected to the an;-ro;oriate indi- 
observers in the 31 of the aircraft. J 

The remote operation of the observers was from a con'irol box in the co&- * 
pit. The individual measuring points are listed as Appendix I together 
with the details of the various types of' indicator used. S;_ more dettiled 
description of some of the instrumentation equipment is given below:- 

2,-l The intake rake PI 

The compressor inlet total pressure was measured by nins individual 
pitot tubes located in the leading edge of one of the streamlined front 
bearing supports of the compressor intake. The tubes were of 2 m/m 
steel hypodermic tubing and losated to relate to ec?,ual annular areas. 

2.2 T&e jet pipe rake 

As a refinement of the single pitot arrangement, a jet pipe rake 
was made to measure both tot‘al temperature and total pressure at a number 
of points across the diameter of the jet pipe. Twelve total pressJrc 
tubes of 2 m/'m hypodermic tubing were located along the leading edge of 
a streamlined fairing an d interspaced between them were twelve radiation 
shielded total temperature tl~~-~~~oco~uples. Both the thermocouples and 
pitot tubes were disposed to rolatc to equiil annular arcas of tilt jet 
pipe. A diagrammatic arrangement is snown in Figure 1. Por bench 
tests without this ra.L::e , profiled plates were made to blank off the holes 
in the jet pipe ~11 ii1 t~hicl~ the rake was located. Plate j shows the 
rake with its t:velvc prsvq .-auurc tubes and twelve thermocouples before 
installation in the jet pipe. The individual pressures were measured on 
-3 to +20 lb/sq,in. differential pr:ssure gauges, the remaining gauge 
tappings being connected to the aircraft static pressure tapping. The 
thermocouples were connected to 0 to 7OO'C jst pipe temperature indicators. 

It was thought that such a multi-point arrangement of temperature 
and pressure measurement would be less susceptible than single point 
measurements to variations in radial pre ssure rind temperature distribution 
and to the random fluctuations which occur in the jet stream. 

2.3 The final nozzle rake ---- 

A detachable pitot-static pressure measuring rake was designed to 
measure the pressure distribution at the plane of the final nozzle. The 
rakeconsisted of a streamlined strut fixed by two outriggers to the final 
nozzle flange. Plate I shows this rake following completion of the 
ground calibration of the enginc, whilst Plate 2 shows it as installed for 
the flight tests. It will be noted that the nozzle flange has been 
considerably reduced. This was necessary to restore a satisfactory cooling 
airflow through the engine nacelle. Plate 4- shows the rake assembly 
before installation. The individual pitot aud static tubes are of 2 m/m 
and 3/16 S-n. 0.1). stainless steel tubing respectively and are disposod to 
read mean pressures for equal flow areas. 
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2.4 Automatic observers ----- 

The various instruments were contained in six automatic observers, 
five in the bomb bay and one in the rear camera position. Each observer 
was equipped with an F-73 type camera. Operation of the observers was 
by a press button in the cockpit. To obviate a sudden heavy loading of 
the electrical system the observer lights were sequentially switched by 
:*elays and then the cameras operated simultaneously. 

3.0 Test procedure -I_ 

The work was carried out in two distinct complementary phases, the 
ground calibration and the subsequent flight tests. On the test bed a 
precimeter was used to iaeasure thrust, jet pipe pressures mere measured 
on manometers, and jet pipe temperatures were recorded by a multi-point 
indicator. 

3.1 The ground calibration 

The engine was fitted with a Rolls-Royce type of test-bed intake 
flare designed to give an effectively radial flow into the engine. 

It was run at speeds from 6,200 rev/min to governed rev/min. 
Performance readings were taken at intervals during this running and the 
engine was run wi+h the following combinations:- 

1. No rakes fitted. 

2. Jet pipe rake only fitted. 

3. Final nozzle rake only fitted. 

4. Both rakes fitted. 

Pinally a two hour acceptance test to clear the engine for flight 
use was run during which performance readings were again taken. This 
proof test was run with both rakes fitted. 

382 E'li~ht tests -_ -" 

For the initial flight tests an indicated air speed (1.k.S.) in 
level flight of 280 knots was selected. This enabled a range of engine 
speeds to be selected on the test enginc at altitudes up to 32,000 ft, 
whilst this constant I.A.S. was maintained by suitable control of the 
port engine. Further flights were carried out to extend the range of 
altitudes and I.A.S. Figure 2 shows diagrammatically the range of I.A.S. 
and altitude which have been covered. This represents ran ratios in the 
range from I.074 to 1.51 at ,altitudes from 400 to 45,000 ft. All flights 
mere carried out with a pre-flight altimeter setting of 1,013.2 mbs. 

During readings the aircraft was flown at constant IAS. and alti- 
tude whilst both engines mere varied in speed to maintain this flight 
condition. The test engine was operated over the rev-min range from 
6,600 rev,min to 7,800 rev/min. The latter represents maximum take-off 
and operational necessity rev/min, The lower rev/min was chosen since 
it was above the operating rev/min for the intake vanes and bleed valves 
and was considered low enough to ensure that tlx? final nozzle was not 
choked at low ram ratios. 
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At each engine rev/min the camera button was operated three times 
with an interval of some five seconds between each operation. This gave 
three pictures at each engine condition from which mean values were obtained. 

Readings were taken with the test engine increasing in rev/min in 
order to minimise any effects of instrument lag or stiction. This was 
possible only up to approximately 35,000 ft. Above this it was necessary 
to obte+.n the reading required quickly and then to throttle back to 
prevent overheating in the engine nacelle. 

3.3 Some operational problems 

The aim during testing was to maintain the aircraft at a constant 
I.&S. within f2 knots and at a constant sltitude within *50 ft. Plying 
to these fine limits was generally achieved, but the task became more 
difficult in turbulent air end as altitude increased. 

During ground running after the installation of the modified jet 
pipe in the aircraft, overheating occurred in the engine nacelle resulting 
in destruction of the flexible synthetic rubber tubes connecting rake 
pressure tubes to the aircraft piping system. This overheating was 
attributed mainly to the interference with the jet pipe cooling air stream 
ejector by the flange at the end of the jet pipe, and partly due to block- 
age of the nacelle area by the instrumentation. 

It was decided to restore the external profile of the end of the 
jet pipe to the original shape except where the rear rake mounting pre- 
vented this. This modification which meant cutting away most of the 
rear flange prevented any rc-positioning of the rake which was the origi- 
nal purpose of the complete multi-hole flange. Also, trLe aircraft instru- 
ment piping system was lengthened thus shortening the flexible rubber 
pipes. As a further precaution silicone rubber tubing replaced the ori- 
ginal synthetic rubber. Subsequent ground running indicated satisfactory 
engine compsrtmentcooling, and satisfactory flight testing was possible 
up to an altitude of 25,000 ft. Above this altitude overheating occurred 
and a resistance type temperature bulb was fitted inside the jet pipe cone 
fairing adjacent to the rubber tubes with its indicator situated in the 
pilot's cabin. By reference to this instrument it was possible to obtain 
some performance readings up to 45,000 ft by judicious use of the test e@ne 
throttle when the gauge showed an increase from its norm&L reading. 

Some difficulty was experienced toward the end of the trials with 
the observer cameras. Jamming of the film in the cassettes was found to 
be the cause and careful selection of the cassettes was a solution. 
Failure of one camera occurred during the flight test period. 

Durtig flights on which readings were obtained over a range of 
altitudes it was necessary to obtain readings at ascending heights as with 
the reverse procedure condensation on the camera lenses occurred resulting 
in blurring of the observer records. 

4.0 Test results 

Since the testing occurrcd in two phases it is convenient to 
consider the results in the same wey and the results of the ground cali- 
bration and the flight tests are considered separately below. 
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4.. I G-round calibration ----- -- 

As stated previously , ground performance: cali.bi*ation Of the 
engine was carried out over the higher s:,eed range and With no rakes 
fitted, w-ith eac;l rake fitted indiviiual~y and with both rakes3. For 
all tests readings from the stanilard four jet pipe thermocouples and 
the normal single jet pipe pitot tube were recorded. It was originally 
intended to obtain flight results with single rakes operating, but within 
the time available it was only possible to complete a flight series with 
both rakes fitted and this was the main feature of the engine arrange- 
ment tested both on the ground and in flight. 

The thrust of the engine WIS calculated from the final nozzle 
rake pressures and compared with the measured thrust. The form of the 
pressure distribution at the final nozzle is shown in Pigure 3. 
Figure 4 shows a typical plot of thrust c-urves obtained by the two 
methods, Accepting the test bed thrust measurement as the basic engine 
performance the scatter* of the corqputed thrust measurements was between 
Limits of accuracy from -1.6 per cent to 1-1.4 per celit. The test bed 
results plotted in the form ol an cx "fective nozzle area against overall 
pressure ratio are shown on Figure 5. 

i;t a maximum engine speed (7,900 rev/min) the drag of the rear 
rake was estimated from the performance figures with and without the 
rake fitted and found to bc: 120 lb, 
at lower jet velocities3. 

and it was assumed to vary as pVj2 

4 . 2 Flight results ^-- --* 

The range of fli&t testing was from 4-00 ft to I+O,@OO ft and 
extended over the ram ratio range from 1.07 to 1.51. Over this range 
the agreement betwezn the thrust v,alues as measured by the jet pipe rake 
("front rake") and -& - t'lc final nozzle r,ake ("rear rake") was good and 
generally within A per cent although a few random points upset the claim 
that this limit of a@?cement was absolute. I?igurc 5 shows a ty&al 
set of results. Separate curves of gross thrust have been drawn for 
each of the methods used and it will be noted that at moSt altitudes a 
single line could well have been drarr:n throu& the points from 'ihi: two 
rakes . 

The thrust figures from the single pitot are not so consistant 
but nevertheless show better 
earlier tests' 

agroemznt than was experienced during the 
on the Derwent engine. 

5.0 Discussion of results 

The following are tl.;: major points arising from ,an examination of 
the test results:- 

5.1 Gross thrust values 

iis mentioned earlier, the agrcemcnt between gross thrust values 
computed from the readings oi the two rakes was good over the whole test 
range. The values co;q+cd from the single pitot rcadirqs also showed 
fair agreement. If it is assumed 'Aat at any flight condition the true 
gross thrust is the mean of the vaILucs obtained by th42 trio r&es then 
values Of Bf (effcctivo fir&L nOZ:,Zle Xrea) can be computed from the 
corresponding single pitot rC3&iIlgS. Such c~alculations hve bocn done 
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and the results are presented as Figure 7. The extent of the scatter of 
the individual values of Af is a measure of the accuracy not only of the 
single pitot method but also of the rake method of dotermining thrust. 
Whilst these two sources of error cannot be separated the rear rake 
method is an absolute measure o f thrust and showed an accuracy of 12 per 
cent during ground tests. From Figure 7 it is clear that, except for a 
few isolated points, the use of the single pitot method allied with the 
ground calibration curve for kf would result in errors of only about 2 or 
3 per cent at the most. This is considerably better than the 5 or 6 per 
cent accuracy for the single pitot method as concluded in Reference I. 
When one oonsiders the difference between the Derwent and Avon installa- 
tions this is understandable because:- 

(4 The Avon has a two stage turbine and a lower turbine outlet 
gas velocity and hence a more even gas velocity distri- 
bution at entry to the exhaust system. 

04 There is less outlet swirl of the gas leaving the Avon 
turbine than in the case of' the Derwent, thus giving 
less change of pitot position error. 

(4 The arca changes in the exhaust system are more even 
EM the jet pipe is longer, both features helping to give 
a more even velocity distribution at the measuring stations. 

An examination of all the flight results shows that scatter of the 
experimental points increases with altitude and in agreement with the 
findings of Reference I it would be an advantage to use lower range 
pressure gauges for these readings. 

5.2 Final nozzle static pressure distribution 

An interesting feature of the test results was the level and 
distribution of static pressure across the plane of the final nozzle 
measured both on the test bed (Figure 3) and in flight as shown in 
Figure S. It will be noted that the distribution is approximately ellip- 
tical. SimiLar results have been obtained by Dcaco& during tests on a 
Derwent engine and more recently by Rolls-Royce5 on Avon engines particu- 
larly the R.A.7 engine in the Hunter. The form of tho static pressure 
distribution in the region of the plane of the final nozzle for a Derwent 
engine has been extracted from Reference 3 and presented as Figure 9. 
The significant lcvcl of static pressure and its distribution across the 
plane of the final no zzle is commented on in Reference 3 and is the main 
reason for the recommendation by the authors that a pitot rake is 
inadequate to give an absolute measure of thrust and must be backed by 
static pressure nicasurements. 

Three dimensional theory predicts that there is a slight rise in 
static pressure at the centre of the plane of an unchoked convergent 
nozzle, and that the distribution across the plane is similar to that 
measured, but the predicted level of static pressure is insignificant 
compared with the measured values. Figure IO shows how the centre static 
pressure varies with increasing overall nozzle pressure ratio together 
with the static pressure variation as predicted by one-dimensional flow 
theory"', and it will be noted that the curves have a similar slope. 
--------------------_______I_________ 

*This states that the static pressure distribution acrms the plane cjf the nozzle is ur~ifcjrm and 
equal to ambient pressure until the nozzle is choked. After this it becomes equal to 

P% -.--- Y 
( ) 
r-1 r7 

2 
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In Appendix IV an attemp t has been made to explain the high values of 
static pressure based on th, P assumption that the effective throat of the 
nozzle is downstream of the Thysical throat. 

7 5.2 T:Gn&c p erforr;z<anc~ 

'Ihe thrust perfcrmance of the engine is sZhown on Figure 11 corrcc- 
terl. to I*C aAsNo con3itions for a constant 1 .A,S, cf 280 knots up to a~ 
altitude of 50,000 ft. Except I'or some bad. scatter of the points for 
the thrust at lowest engine speed, the remaining values <-are consistent 
and indicate the good agreement beUuVJ .+Tecn the e~erim?ntal methods, In 
these instances whore the individual values agree for one test condition 
but give scatter -&en associated with other groups of points then the 
fault ;vould appe‘ar to be with the mc‘asurement of corrected engine speed. 

Ihe usual non-dimensional theory states that the non-dimensional 
N 

thrust is a function only of corrected engine speed 7~ and the ram 

ratio 
i ) 

3% 
i ' cc 

pa 
. In order to compare t'ne gross thrust ofWan engine in flight 

17: 
over a rznge of - 7;; IA 

at several ram ratios, sof~e function of gross thrust 
. . w 

indcpendcnt of r& ratio a& varying only vri.th -p is required. 

It aan be S~GWK~ that xhen the final nozzle is choked then the 
~funct ion 

a 
should lie on a unique curve if the Lassumntions of the non-dimensional 
theory are correct. Yith the final nozzle not choked measurements at 
selected r:zi ratio should be on unique curves. I'igure I? shows the 
thmst performance of tile Avon engine presented in this form taken from 
the firm's brochure together v&l& points calculated from the actual thrust 
values ootained during the flight tests. The same value o f Af(= 299) 
as used for the brchure curves WLS used to calculate the values of 

At this stage it shculd be stated that the ream ratio values used for the 
calculated pGint s were those actually obtained from the engine compressor 
intake pitot rake. These showed practically an even distribution across 
the whole intake, the mean pressure varying an almost negligible amount 
from the corresl~nd5.n.g A.S.I. total head -c.ressure indication. There 
are insufficient experimental points and the random values of raim ratio 
prevent any clear dedi;ctions bciig ma&. There is, however, <an indi- 
cation that the distribution of the points is related to a unique set of 
curves of a simi.lar form tn the predicted curves lx-t lyin:? slightly below 

and falling off more decided>J at the higher values of - . 
,JF 
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Because of the limitations imposed due to overheating in th+ engine 
nacelle performance read5ng s were not obttined above 45,000 ft. The few 
rctiings that were obtained at the higher altitude do indicate a possible 
effect of Reynolds number on the engine performance. Jet pipe temperature 

values have been plotted for constant values of 
N 

_I and it will be noted 
41 T 

in Figure 13 that the curves are rising steeply at anroximately L+O,OOO ft. 
It has been noted6 that when the value of Tst A, reaches that measured 
under sea level static conditions then a deterioration in performance 
occurs which can be attributed to a reduction in Reynolds number. 

6.0 Conclusions and recommendations 

It is considered that further tests are required before the whole of 
the limitations and accuracy of the aerodynamic methods of thrust measure- 
ment in Plight can be determined. However, the folloy&ng conclusions 
seem ~~arranted: - 

6 .I The accuracy of thrust measurement by the single pitot method 
is considerably improved in the case of the Avon engine as installed in 
the Canberra xhen compared with the results from the Derxrent-Meteor 
installation. Generally, the errors do not exceed 3 per cent. 

6.2 At altitudes up to 25,000 ft, the use of a pitct-static rake 
gives consistent values of absolute thrust wit): little more th<an 21 per 
cent scatter of the experimental points. 

6.3 The use of a pitot pressure rake is a big improvement over 
the USC of a single pitot, an accuracy of ~1.5 per cent is indicated and 
its use is recommended. There appears to be no need to increase the 
numbcr of jet pi.pe total tez!perature thermocouples from tl,e standard four 
normally fitted as there was consistently good agreement between their 
readings =and those of the txelve thtxmocouples on the jet pipe rake. 

The following rccomzendations are made:- 

6.4 Further f'lib?;ht tests are necessary particularly a+ selected 

ram ratios over as wide a range of 
5 

as possible. 

6,5 The use of lower range multi-turn presswe gauges for jet 
pipe pressure readings at the higher altitudes is required to maintain 
accuracy, 

6.6 Some form of speed counter to give a calibration of the rev/ 
Lmin indicator under engine operating conditions would be of considerable 
benefit. 

6.7 The integration oP' the rake readings by feeding them to a 
common gauge should be investigated, tzarlier bench tests have indicated 
that a true arithmetic mean pressure is obtained in this way. 

6.8 In order to increase further the accuracy of the readings at 
the higher altitudes further knowledge of the recovery factor of the air 
temperature bulb on the aircr‘af? is required, and future flight programme 
should include some tests to achieve this. 
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T&t of Symbols ---..-.---.r 

nozzle area 

specific heat zt constant pressure 

thrust 

rake calculated thrust (excludes rzke drzg) 

acceleration due to gravity 

heat c;s_uivalent of work 

nbsclute pressure 

ai- or gas mass flow 

C,x2:uir ratio 

cfns constant U- 

ram ratio 

absolute temperature 

teir~perature ratio 

vel3 oit. y 

ratio of specific heats 

density 

Suff-ices PI_ 

a 

C 

f 

G 

P 

t 

V 

I 

2 

3 

4 

5 

8) 

refers to ,ambicnt conditions 

refers to a choki:~g cor,ditiort 

refers to <aa effective value 

refers to b gross vilue 

refers to an effect of pressure 

refers to total head ooncE.tions 

refers to an f3fZec-t of velocity 

coq~rcssor intake plane 

colnlpY3snor outlet plane 

turbine inlet plam 

turbine outlit plant 

jet pipe pILane 



1 No.; Item ,x0. of: 
: roirits Location 

-- 
I ~Compressor inlet : .!+ i Gutside wall of . ;.Ik. 1 gA Altimeter 

jstatic pressure i ' compressor inlet ~raqge O-60,000 ft. 
casin 

: Pitot 
EL-- ---T-T---- -- -- --- . 2 ICompressor inlet . 9 twes on ie-,c; L A.- . &L..f ----I "7-7 speed indicators 

: 1x-q edge of one kar- . type l/l. 
in,y sw-oort strut ?iknfTe y3-600 knots. -----_---- --.----_- . --_I-- 

1 1 Outswide sK!.l of .Pressuw gauy 
jstatic pressure coJm~res3or outlet 

"agog _ 
I : T~leEnocoupie 5L 

.-total temnernture 1 i compressor oiitlct 
cas3.n~ 

1 5 :Ex.l flow 1 &@.ne main fuel 

radixs ok' jet pi?e 

i 1 .-3 - +20 X~/in" I 
1 11 Final nozzle total I? : Fitot t-.,&f-s in i'inal Pressure g3uge type 

pressure 

I---- 
14 INacellc totsl 

: temperature 

I--- 
. - ‘ txbing +140°c - I 

15 ;Trunnion thrust . li. kgine trurnions 2 : Statimcter pressure 
forward ‘and 2 aft : zau,ys calibrated in j 

16 Altitude 
-- ' : I&L,kL2 -2x- i\QTC C-6 "00 lb 

I I Xl. I $.A &Lti;.xetcr. 1 -- A.------~ ! I 17 iAir speed I 
. Hanpe o-&o,ooo ft I_- 

I 
I;olisw<m typ 'fi'.'l l 

+.--.-- 
! 18 .Engine rev/kin lyII En@.nc gear box I 

ihn~e 50400 mrp,h. 1 
E:k. 08 . 

! 19 :AriiDient air 
---- 0. CO rev mxn 

Rynge 0. 1 
t 

1 Impact bulb on :\xk- '::emperature indica- I 
:temperature craft nose ': tors. i2mge -7G - 

+3G"C 
j 
I 
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-Iw.---I-I_- - --..--- -.- --..- 

2$ (GO~StWlt) 29.17 
- 

i 

- - -  . -  --y---w- ,  -v--_^- . -m---  -4 
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AY?WildiX III ..adL--me 

Ambient pres:;ure 

A TZ??e&l VZlUC: Of inuicati=u ai?? s;xd x-as dcrivcd f'ron the recorded 
vtiues of a.ir speed for one -;artic&.ar altitzk aCki no:zinal air speed. 
F'rom 2 kno~lcdge of the all 7-q cci$lt of tlic 2irr Aft 3. position error 
correction was obtainc,d from ;i. n~~c! A.Z.4. .~:c?ort ~-0. :~.A,S;.I;.jti61/1. 
fqylicatio:: of position error co;-rxh5on ~1.5 coyxessibility error 
correction i'Ere r.:adc to tile I:Can S.iitiCt;i;CC. air spc"sd to give eqiiivalent 
air speed. 
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1 1 -M-m = e- 
T;; s, T __ 3 

.  .  .s . I I  0. .  .  (  2) 
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&endi.x IV -em- * --. 

Thrust measwemeilt in flight -se 

I 
-5 -6 i-7 

1 
Consider the, diagram which represents the 

flow at exit from a jet -&pe. It is assum 
that tine-n the critical press~x~c ratio over the 
nozzle is reached tne throat is actually dovnstrcaix 
of the physical nozzle throat, i.e. c?t 2lane.7 
instead of-$:lane 6. 

Few if the system is choking the &aach nlunber vS.1 be u&ty at 
plane 7. It is S~OWX below that even though the s~~;te:~ is choked it is 
possible for a limited increase in the ratio of Pgtfi6 T,O occur with an 
increase in PG t/Pa. 

Thus 
1" ,q = 1 l 0 7' .‘G = 0.8 1.g = 0.7G6 

And if 

pi5 t = I&t = P,t 

I?&& = 1.862 % t/k = I.502 P&& = 1.j8 

XOT: if the ovarall prcsw:re rcltio P6t/?a is increased, there nil1 
be ai1 increase in the nozzle ckkcnarge co&ficient ;;~~ich tail be regarded 
as 8n effective increase in the 32x3 in gl.anz 7. iQs0 2~ wi.21 incrcasc 
due to a thirkng of the bouxia~; lver. 

Lot us now assume that due to an ixrcase in FE-L/& the areas x511 
have changged to 

n, = I.02 

which based upon 
.&J = 1.0 

-ci, = 1.06 1% = -1.1 

A7 = 1.0 .!! = I.04 & = 1.078 

Thus 

I& = 1.0 Ii& = 0.522 I!& = 0.738 

bd 
P&/F, = 1.862 P,t/F; = I.542 P&!P, = I.42 
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This effect can be seen in Pigurc 14 where P6t/P5 has been plotted against 
overall nozzle prcssuro ratio. It will be noted that PGt/P, does not 
reach a ixxGm.m until P,t/Pa has reached about 2.3. It also shows that 
P,t/P, never reaches the theoretical value of 1.86, the reason being 
shown in Figures 3 and 8 which show the static pressure distribution. 
Thus it could therefore be argued that this high static pressure is due 
to the effective nozzle throat be-lng in fact downstream of the throat of 
the physical nozzle. 
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